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West Monroe

Tell us a little about your organization/business
and how you got connected to The Link?
West Monroe is a business and technology
consulting firm with an office in Minneapolis. Our
mission is to build the next generation of leaders, and
as part of our corporate social responsibility efforts,
we seek to partner with organizations who have
similar missions of growing leaders and improving
opportunities for members of our communities. We
first connected with The Link in 2018, when we were
seeking to support LGBTQ youth in our community.
We thought they were doing great work and wanted
to support their efforts. One of our first projects with
The Link was to help with improvements to their
office space—we painted, put together new furniture,
and helped them make other upgrades.

The events during the summer of 2020 only increased our respect for The Link, its mission, and its leadership.
Following the riots in early June, a number of homeless encampments were established throughout the city. At the
time, West Monroe was performing a needs assessment for the organizers supporting these encampments as probono initiative while The Link was providing youth services to the residents. We were inspired and impressed by the
tact and care The Link offered its clients. They placed young people from these encampments into stable housing,
supported them through their network of youth services, and protected them from the spike in crime and violence
we saw that same year. They then shared their lessons learned, which inform our needs assessment. Since then we
sought to broaden our support for the important work they do.

What has been the collaboration with The Link and was there a favorite part/story?
We have supported The Link in a couple of different ways this year – one was a fundraiser during Black History Month
during which we raised $18,000, and another was prepping frozen meals for distribution to the families they serve.
One of our favorite parts has been seeing how our company really rallied behind the mission of The Link. Link has had
an incredible impact on our neighbors through the extraordinary challenges and grief over the past year, so we
wanted to take this time to celebrate and uplift their work. From holding raffles, to offering homemade cookies and
selling embarrassing selfies, our team got very creative so we could raise funds while having fun.

What would be your dream project be with The Link in the future?
We would love to help them further their mission through our consulting and professional expertise. Whether that is a
pro-bono project like a human-centered design workshop with The Link’s youth councils, or running mock interviews
with their clients, we would love to share with them what we do best, while helping The Link continue to do what they
do best. We have several opportunities in the works, so we look forward to making this dream a reality in the near
future!

